
At the young age of  21 Jay De Lys has already carved out  a sound defined by fat bass-lines, detailed 
percussive grooves and complex synth-lines composing his high-end minimal tech style.

This has already seen Jay secure releases on top labels; Blackflag Recordings, Deeperfect, Elrow, Material 
Series, NonStop and Under No Illusion Recordings to name a few. Whilst most recently releasing on 
heavyweight labels; Kaluki, Lee Foss' Repopulate Mars, Leftwing & Kody's Lost Records, Toolroom and 
further releases planned for Underground Audio, VIVa Music and a long line of suitors requesting remixes 
and originals for their labels.

This has been further echoed through the support he is gaining from the world's best DJ's regularly playing 
his tracks out with electric crowd responses; De La Swing, Joey Daniel, Lee Foss, Leftwing & Kody, 
Neverdogs, Pirate Copy, Solardo, Stacey Pullen, Wade and the kingpin of MusicOn Marco Carola along with 
too many others to mention.

Jay is not only in demand with his DJ peers, record labels and fans, he has amassed numerous guest-mix 
sessions for shows; Pioneer DJ "Undiscovered Talent of the World", Playgroove Podcast on Ibiza Global 
Radio and the highly esteemed Marco Carola brand MusicOn's radio show ''It's All About the Music'.

This has led to Jay touring to play in the world's most renowned clubs and parties on the dance music circuit; 
Sankeys, Ibiza, Connect, Savage - Buenos Aires and Bestial Beach Club, Barcelona, Basing House, London 
and recently returning from several tours one including a 15+ date tour of Europe, an Ecuador tour and due 
to popular demand Jay returns to Europe for a second time in 2018.

At the start of 2018 Jay was picked by dance music royalty Pete Tong on his BBC Radio 1 'New Names Mix'  
for 2018, truly announcing his arrival as one of the hottest emerging stars on the scene right now. With  
releases on Blackflag Recordings, Elrow, Material, NonStop, Repopulate Mars, Roush and Toolroom, Lost  
Records, Underground Audio and VIVa Music. With 2019 barely underway Jay is showing no signs of letting 
up with releases on Clarisse Records, Snatch Records, Desert Heart  Records,  Material  and a return to  
Toolroom. No wonder he is the name on everyone's lips!

Connect with Jay De Lys

Like Jay De Lys on Facebook

Listen to Jay De Lys on Soundcloud

Follow Jay De Lys on Instagram

Check out Jay De Lys' Releases on Beatport 

Stream Jay De Lys Music on Spotify
 

https://open.spotify.com/artist/6hr0SehcycxwgYfCgVy32M
https://www.beatport.com/artist/jay-de-lys/509143
https://www.instagram.com/jaydelysmusic/
https://soundcloud.com/jaydelys
https://www.facebook.com/jaydelysmusic/

